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4 nominations. See more awards » Learn more Edit Johnny Blaze, a man who made a deal with the devil who called himself Mephistopheles at the time (now Roarke), is on the run trying to make sure no one is hurt by his alter ego, The Ghost Rider. He is approached by a monk named Moreau who tells
him he can help be him free of Rider, but first he needs Johnny's help to protect a boy, whom Roarke has plans for, to help him take human form. Posted by rcs0411@yahoo.com Plot Summary | Plot Synopsis Taglines: He rides again. Action | Fantasy | Thriller Certificate: K-12 | See all certifications »
Parental Guide: View content guide » Edit Ghost Rider's skull has been redesigned for this sequel. The new skull appears to be black and charred, indicating that the skull is actually on fire as opposed to the pure fleshless skull only dressed on fire in the previous film. See more » (in around 35 minutes)
When Toma describes the FGM-148 Javelin rocket launcher, his description of an oxygen-depleting thermobar weapon. In fact, the Javelin has a conventionally shaped charging heat (High Explosive Anti-Tank) warhead. See more » Roarke: [to Ghost Rider] You! The worst deal I've ever done. See more
» Too Shy Written by Nick Beggs, Limahl (as Christopher Hamill), Jez Strode (as Jeremy Strode), Steve Askew (as Stephen Askew) and Stuart Neale Performed by Kajagoogoo Courtesy of Capitol Records Under license from EMI Film and Television Music See more » User Reviews Edit Marvel | Official
Facebook | See more » USA | United Arab Emirates Release Date: February 17, 2012 (USA) See more » Also known as: Ghost Rider: Koston henki See more » Edit Budget:$57,000,000 (estimated) Opening Weekend USA: $22,115,334, 19 February 2012 Gross USA: $51,774,002 Cumulative Worldwide
Gross: $132,563,930 See more at IMDbPro » Runtime: 96 min Dolby Digital | Datasat | SDDS | Dolby Surround 7.1 Aspect ratio: 2.35 : 1 See full technical specifications » Edit Ghost Rider: Koston henki (2011) Friday, February 17, 2012 PG-13, 1 h 36 min Action / Adventure Horror SEE IT IN 35MM
Digital 3D ENTER CITY, STAT OR POSTCODE Nicolas Cage Johnny Blaze / Ghost Rider Ciarán Hinds Roarke Violante Placido Nadya Idris Elba Moreau Johnny Whitworth Ray Carrigan Fergus Riordan Danny Spencer Wilding Grannik Sorin Tofan Kurdish Jacek Koman Terrokov Anthony Leader
Benedict Cristian Iacob Vasil Christopher Lambert Methodius Jai Stefan Krakchev Vincent Regan Toma Nikasevic Ionut Cristian Lefter Blaze Johnny Blaze Will Ashcroft Grey Suitable Man Sabina Branduse Nurse Tobias Ojerfalk Dude (Forest) Adina Galupa Girl (Forest) Alin Panc EMT Worker Brian
Taylor Director Neveldine Director Adelina Popa Hair Designer Adi Curelea Art Director Adrian Conerth Unit Production Manager Adrian Nica Special Effects Technician Adrian Popa Leadman Alina David Production Coordinator Andra Barbuica Script Supervisor Anibrain Visual Effects Anir Das CG



Supervisor Arad Producer Ashok Amritraj Producer Avi Arad Producer Mehta CG Supervisor Bogdan Stanciu Kameraoperatør Bojana Nikitovic Kostyme Designer Brandon Trost Filmfotograf Brian Berdan Redaktør Christopher S. Capp Visual Effects Redaktør Clint Bennett Musikk redaktør Colin Jones
Casting Craig Clarke Visuelle effekter Supervisor Craig Elmore Post Produksjonskoordinator Cristi Bostanescu Produksjonssjef Dana Busoiu Key Make-up Daniel Pagan Sound Effects Editor Daniel Popa Special Effects Technician David S. Goyer Executive Producer, Screen Story, Manusforfatter David
S. Goyer Executive Producer, Screen Story, Manusforfatter David S. Goyer Executive Produsent, Screen Story, Manusforfatter David Sardy Komponist (Music Score) Deb Adair Re-Recording Mixer Dominic Capon Sett Dekoratør E. Bennett Walsh Executive Producer, Unit Production Manager E. Bennett
Walsh Executive Producer, Unit Production Manager Eric Durst Visuelle effekter Supervisor Eve Swannell Produksjonskoordinator Florin Stoian Special Effects Technician Gail Stevens Casting George Tudoran Spesialeffekter Tekniker Georgia Smith Visuelle effekter Koordinator Glen Melenhorst Visuelle
effekter Supervisor Greenhaus GFX Animator Heath Pagram Animator Ilona Herman Hår stiler , Makeup Ilona Herman Hår stiler, Makeup Iloura visuelle effekter Ineke Majoor visuelle effekter produsent James Andrew Haven andre assisterende direktør Jamy Kim Visuelle effekter Koordinator Jason
Boland Fortsatt Fotograf Jason Robert Hamer Makeup Spesialeffekter Jenny Fulle Visuelle effekter Produsent Jesh Krishna Murthy Visuelle effekter Supervisor Joseph Jett Sally Visuelle effekter Redaktør Justin Brown Art Director Karinga Wells Animator Kerrin Jackson Makeup Spesialeffekter Kevin
Phipps Produksjonsdesigner Kumar Abhishek CG Supervisor Letitia Ghenea Key Hairsty Manu Gargi Co-produsent Rounthwaite Stunts Koordinator Steven Johnson Executive Produsent Martin Allan Kloner Visual Effects Editor Martin Jacob Lopez Sound Effects Editor Michael DeLuca Produsent Mircea
Hategan Første assisterende direktør Nicholas Tripodi Lead Animator Nick Allder Special Effects Supervisor Noel Cowell Properties Master Pippa Sheen Visual Effects Coordinator Razvan Comeaga Location Manager Robert Troy Dialogue Editor Roland Winke Sound Mixer Sabo Manuel Leadman Sabo
Marian Leadman Scott Levine Unit Publicist Scott M. Gimple manusforfatter Sean Cameron Gjest Første Assisterende Direktør Serban Porupca Art Director Seth Hoffman Manusforfatter Shane Hall Animator Simon Rosenthal Visual Effects Executive Produsent Sorin Udroiu Special Effects Technician
Stan Lee Executive Producer Stephen Budd Animator Stephen Dobric Art Director Steve Tushar Sound / Sound Designer Steven Paul Produsent Steven Ticknor Re-Recording Mixer Suzie Katayama Dirigent, Musikalsk arrangement Suzie Katayama Dirigent, Musikalsk Arrangement Creative Cartel
Visuelle effekter Tom Dailey Assistant Editor Tom Scully First Assistant Editor Tomas Cohen Associate Producer Vibe Creative Animator Whitney Richmond Visual Effects Coordinator critics (114) | Top Critics (30) | Fresh Fresh | Rotten (94) Show all critic reviews (114) 4 nominations. See more awards
» Learn more Edit Johnny Blaze, a man who made a deal with the devil who called himself Mephistopheles at the time (now Roarke), is on the run trying to make sure no one is hurt by his alter ego, The Ghost Rider. He is approached by a monk named Moreau who tells him he can help be him free of
Rider, but first he needs Johnny's help to protect a boy, whom Roarke has plans for, to help him take human form. Posted by rcs0411@yahoo.com Plot Summary | Plot Synopsis Taglines: He rides again. Action | Fantasy | Thriller Certificate: 12 | See all certifications » Parental Guide: View content guide
» Edit Ghost Rider's skull has been redesigned for this sequel. The new skull appears to be black and charred, indicating that the skull is actually on fire as opposed to the pure fleshless skull only dressed on fire in the previous film. See more » (in around 35 minutes) When Toma describes the FGM-148
Javelin rocket launcher, his description of an oxygen-depleting thermobar weapon. In fact, the Javelin has a conventionally shaped charging heat (High Explosive Anti-Tank) warhead. See more » Roarke: [to Ghost Rider] You! The worst deal I've ever done. See more » Too Shy Written by Nick Beggs,
Limahl (as Christopher Hamill), Jez Strode (as Jeremy Strode), Steve Askew (as Stephen Askew) and Stuart Neale Performed by Kajagoogoo Courtesy of Capitol Records Under license from EMI Film and Television Music See more » User Reviews Edit Marvel | Official Facebook | See more » USA |
United Arab Emirates Release Date: February 23, 2012 (Germany) See more » Also known as: Ghost Rider II: Spirit of Vengeance See more » Edit Budget:$57,000,000 (estimated) Opening Weekend USA: $22,115,334, 19 February 2012 Gross USA: $51,774,002 Cumulative Worldwide Gross:
$132,563,930 See more at IMDbPro » Runtime: 96 min Dolby Digital | Datasat | SDDS | Dolby Surround 7.1 Aspect ratio: 2.35 : 1 See full technical specifications » Settings X It doesn't matter how far you drive, there are some demons you just can't escape. My name is Johnny Blaze, I used to ride a
motorcycle to live. I did a bar ass 360-triple backflip in front of twenty-two thousand people. It's kind of funny, it's on YouTube, check it out. But when my father got sick, I did something crazier than that. Yes, that's right, I'm the guy who made a deal with the devil. Now I know what you're thinking, watching
boy ever in movies, is this ever going well? Well, let's just say that good judgment wasn't exactly my forte. I was possessed by an old demon, in the presence of evil, I change into a monster, and I pray for the wicked, and I suck out their souls. And you won't be here when it happens, see that it's good and
bad in all of us, and maybe you're not a murderer, but you did something that you didn't want the Rider to see, a white lie and illegal download, what You? And you? I've tried to fight it, to keep it. But the darkness inside me only gets stronger. That's why I had to run, halfway all over the world, and I'm still
driving. – Johnny BlazeGhost Rider: Spirit of Vengeance Ghost Rider: Spirit of Vengeance is the sequel to the first Ghost Rider movie. It was released on May 17, 2016. The action[edit] Nadya was a young gypsy, who wanted out of the gypsy lifestyle, so that she hooked up with Ray Carrigan, a gun and
drug runner. But when a gun deal goes bad, Nadya has to jump from a three-story window to her death. But when she's dying, the devil comes when the form of Roarke comes and makes her a deal. He will restore her body if she agrees to give him a son. 13 years later, his son named Danny, is about to
turn 13 and the devil in Roarke's body for several years needs a new body that can actually contain the power. Danny, who is only half human, is that body. But it can only be done at sunrise on the boys' 13th birthday, so he hires Carrigan to abduct Danny and bring him to him. But groups of monks led by
Frenchman Moreau are out to save the boy. Carrigan, who leads a group of mercenaries to catch Danny in a monastery, and Moreau try to help Danny and Nayda, but Nayda confuses him with one of the monks and the shots on him. Moreau knows that only Ghost Rider can protect the boy, and goes to
Johnny Blaze, who has been hiding in Eastern Europe after he has an agreement with Roarke who tries to deal with the evil spirit that lives in him. Moreau makes Johnny a deal if Johnny uses Rider to save the boy, Moreau and his groups of monks led by methoties will remove the demon from Johnny's
body. So Johnny changes into Ghost Rider, several fights break out where the boy is first captured by Carrigan, and then rescued by Rider, then Rider and Danny bond over there demonic nature while Carrigan killed in a fight and revived by Roarke as Blackout, a demon who decays everything he
touches. Johnny, Nadya and Moreua take Danny to Methoties and the monks to fulfill that promise. They remove Ghost Rider from the demon after telling Johnny the background of the demon. The demons are called Zerithos and he was an angel, a spirit of righteousness sent to protect man. But he was
taken to hell, destroyed and his task of protecting the innocent was punished the guilty, and he turned into the devil's Revenge Spirit. But the monks get rid of Johnny by the rider, then they decide that Danny is dangerous and born with his power, and they can't remove it so they decide to kill the boy. But
Blackout shows up, kills the monks and catches Danny. The ceremony to put Roarke's soul in Danny's body begins. Knowing that this means the end of the earth, Johnny, Moreua, and Nadya go to stop Roarke, Blackout kills Moreua, Johnny is about to be killed too, but Danny realizes that he has all
roarke powers putting the power of Zerithos back to Johnny. Once again as a Rider, Johnny kills blackout and a road chase happened to Chasing Roarke and the boy. Ghost Rider crashes Roarke's car and sends him back to hell and Danny is killed in the crash. But Johnny can feel the angelic part of
Zerithos and his hands glow with blue fire as the angel revives the boy. With Roarke turned, Johnny rides into the night, not like the Spirit of revenge, but as the Spirit of righteousness. On February 9, 2007, Marvel producer Avi Arad announced the development of Ghost Rider 2 at a press event. Peter
Fonda had also expressed a desire to return as Mephistopheles. In early December 2007, Nicolas Cage also expressed interest in returning to the lead role of Ghost Rider. Soon after, in another interview, he went on to mention that he would like to see a darker story, adding: He doesn't eat jelly beans
anymore; He'll be drunk. He suggested that the film could do with newly created villains. It was also rumoured that the sequel would feature Danny Ketch, another Marvel character who took up the Ghost Rider mantle in the comics. In a September 2008 interview, Cage informed IGN that Columbia had
taken meetings to start a sequel. Cage noted conversations about history, where Ghost Rider may end up in Europe on behalf of the church, with story elements very much in the zeitgeist, such as the Da Vinci Code. In February 2009, an online source stated that Columbia Pictures had the green light on
a sequel to Ghost Rider. Nicolas Cage was slated to reprise the lead role, while the studio was looking for writers. On September 23, 2009, it was reported that screenwriter David S. Goyer had signed on to write the script for the sequel. Speaking to MTV about the sequel, Goyer said the story would pick
up eight years after the events of the first film and that he hopes to start filming by 2010. The sequel is finally titled Ghost Rider: Spirit of Vengeance and was produced by Mike De Luca, and pre-screened with a PG-13 rating. On July 10, 2010, it was confirmed that Nicolas Cage would return, and
Neveldine and Brian Taylor were announced to direct the film, with editor Brian Berdan and cinematographer Brandon Trost reunited with the directors of the Crank films. Christopher Lambert underwent three months of sword training just as he did in the Highlander (1986), and he has shaved his head for
his role as Monk Methodius. Filming[edit] In July 2010, Cage revealed that the shooting would begin in November. In an interview with Superhero Hype!, Eva Mendes revealed that she wouldn't be back as Roxanne for the sequel. The film was filmed in Romania and Turkey. The film started main
photography in Sibiu, Romania in November 2010, using mostly local talent. The main photography was completed on March 24, 2011, it was confirmed that Johnny Whitworth would play the antagonist, which was also confirmed to be Blackout. Later, the film was converted in post-production to 3D
release. scenes were shot on the set of Castel Film Romania. Among the places in the country selected were Transfăgărăşan, Targu-Jiu, Hunedoara Castle and Bucharest. Filming in Turkey took place in Cappadocia, a historic region of central Turkey with exotic chimney topped rocky surroundings. The
scene of the Greco-Roman theatre was filmed in Pamukkale where the ancient Greek (of the Seleucid Empire) town of Hierapolis once stood. Reception[edit] Reviewers who saw an early preview screening on December 2011 Butt-Numb-A-Thon in Austin expressed negative reactions to the film, with two
companions saying it was worse than the first Ghost Rider film, and one even goes so far as to say that the sequel makes the first film look like The Dark Knight by comparison. On Rotten Tomatoes the film has an 18% rating based on 132 reviews with consensus saying: With a weak script, uneven CG
work, and a Nicolas Cage performance so predictably loony it's no longer funny, Ghost Rider: Spirit of Vengeance aims to be trashy fun but ends up as regular trash. [1] At Metacritic, the film has a score of 32 based on 20 reviews. [2] IGN gave the film four out of five stars. [3] Box Office[edit] Despite its
negative reviews, it opened in 3,174 theaters on #3 with $22,115,334, behind Safe House, which moved to #1 on its second weekend and The Vow holdover of the past week, less than half of the first Ghost Rider opening weekend of $45,388,836. On June 4, it has gone on gross $51,774,002 at the
domestic box office and $80,789,928 overseas for a worldwide total of $132,563,930, which is why it became a box office bomb. Cancelled Future[edit] in February 2012, directors Neveldine and Brian Taylor discussed producing a potential Ghost Rider 3 and getting someone else to direct it. Neveldine
told The Playlist that Nicolas Cage has expressed interest in appearing in another Ghost Rider movie, hinting that the film could go ahead provided that Spirit of Vengeance was a success saying I know Nic wants to do it, he's very pumped about it..... We'll just see how well [this] does it. In March 2013,
when Nicolas Cage was asked about a possible third installment, Cage said It's Possible, but it won't be with me ... Anything is possible. But I doubt, loudly, that I would be in the third edition of it. According to MTV, Cage believes another Ghost Rider movie could happen down the road and said It would
be interesting if they did it with a female Ghost Rider, but he insisted that his days like Johnny Blaze are behind him for now. Cage also said Personally I'm done, he said. I've done what I was dealing with that part. You never say never, but right now, today, I'd say I'm done. On May 13, 2013, Marvel
Studios President Kevin Feige announced that the movie rights to Ghost Rider had returned to Marvel Studios, but also stated that the studio had no immediate plans to make a new Ghost Rider movie. 2016, 2016, was announced that the new iteration of Ghost Rider will debut in the fourth season of
agents of S.H.I.E.L.D. Gallery[edit] Teaser poster ,as shown in SDCC. Animated GIF image showing a stuntman, wearing an HFX-CG mask and makeup on his face and later we see the final compotise. Add an image to this gallery Videos[edit] source]
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